GeogEd journal articles

GeogEd was the Geographical Association's online journal for geography ITE tutors, which ran to seven issues across five volumes between 2007 and 2012. GeogEd published original draft articles reporting research in the field of geographical education. It differed from other journals in that the articles in it were 'works in progress'. GeogEd provided an opportunity for researchers to publish first drafts of articles and to receive comments from referees and from readers on how these drafts might be developed for publication in academic journals.

The articles in GeogEd are of interest to those involved in teacher education, to teachers of geography and to students on PGCE and Higher Degree courses.

GeogEd supported the professional development of geography tutors in their role as researchers into geographical education. This role includes critiquing existing policy and practice and taking geographical education forward through new thinking, through research and through new ways of looking at what is happening. GeogEd supported new researchers, including students, at an early stage of their careers by providing a forum for discussing tentative ideas arising from research.

- **Volume 1 Issue 1 article 1** Advances in E-learning: The case of blogging in school geography (Autumn 2007)
- **Volume 1 Issue 1 article 2** ICT in School Geography - more than motivation (Autumn 2007)
- **Volume 2 Issue 1 article 1** Creating Geographical Worlds: An Investigation into the Construction of School Geography (Spring 2008)
- **Volume 2 Issue 1 article 2** Context and Power: The Subject Conceptions and Practice of Pre-service Geography Teachers in Singapore (Spring 2008)
- **Volume 2 Issue 1 article 3** What do children really learn? A discussion to investigate the effect that school partnerships have on children (Spring 2008)
- **Volume 2 Issue 2 article 2** The contribution of school linking projects to global education: Some geographical perspective (Autumn 2008)
- **Volume 3 Issue 1 article 1** Fieldwork in the Far, Far Away: Exotic Experiences and Geographical Understanding (Spring 2009)
- **Volume 3 Issue 1 article 2** A Questionnaire Survey: Teaching about Sustainable Development in School Geography (Spring 2009)
- **Volume 3 Issue 2 article 1** Teaching the Holocaust in geography (Autumn 2009)
- **Volume 3 Issue 2 article 2** Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs): the benefits, challenges and creative possibilities encountered by geography trainee teachers (Autumn 2009)
- **Volume 4 Issue 1** Supporting learning and teaching in geography using mobile phones and flipcams (Spring 2010).
- **Volume 5 Issue 1** In search of place for the trainee teacher: how can geography departments most benefit from welcoming trainee teachers? (Spring 2012)